We prove a near-linear bound on the combutorial complexity of the union of n fat convex objects in the plane, each pair of whose boundaries cross at most a constant number of times.
Introduction
Let C be a collection of n compact convex sets in the plane, satisfying the following properties:
(i) The objects in C are a-fat, for some fixed cs > 1; that is, for each c c C there exist two concentric disks D~c~D' such that the ratio between the radii of D' and D is at most a.
(ii) For any pair of distinct objects c, c' E C, their boundaries intersect in at most s points, for some fixed constant s.
See [13] for more details concerning fat objects in the plane. Our goal is to derive a near-linear upper bound on the wmbinatoriai complexity of the union U = There are not too many results of this kind. If C is a collection of a-fat triangles,l then the complexity of U is O(n log log n) (with the constant of proportionality depending on a) [9] , and this bound improves to O(n) if the triangles are nearly of the same size [1] . See also [14] for additional results concerning fat polygons. If C is a collection of n pseudo-dik (arbitrary simply-connected regions bounded by closed Jordan curves, each pair of whose boundaries intersect at most twice), then the complexity of U is O(n) [7] . Of course, without any additional conditions, the complexity of U can be tl(n2 ), even for the case of (non-fat) triangles. Even for fat convex objects, something like condition (ii) must be assumed, or else the complexity of the union might be arbitrarily large, an easy observation that has been noted in [9] .
The main result of this paper is Theorem 1.1 The combinatorial complexity of the union of a collection C that aati.sjiea conditions (i)-(ii) u O(nl+' ), for any c >0, where the condant of proportionality depends on e, a and 8. Theorem 1.1 constitutes a sig-nMcant progress in the study of the union of planar objects, an area that has many algorithmic applications, such as finding the maximal depth in an arrangement of fat objects (see [3] ), hidden surface removal in a collection of fat objects in 3-space [6] , and pointenclosure queries in a collection of fat objects in the plane [5] . Remark: In an earlier version of this paper, the authors have proved the slightly better bound O(A. (n on the complexity of the union of C, under the additional assumptions that all the regions in C are roughly of the same size and have bounded curva-ture. The proof for this special case is considerably simpler than the one given here.
Analysis

Touching and shattering vertices
Let C be a collection of n compact simply-connected sets in the plane, each bounded by a closed Jordan curve (we refer to the sets in C as Jordan regions), and let U denote their union. We assume that these regions are in general position, so that each pair of boundaries intersect in a finite number of points and properly cross at each point of intersection, and no three boundaries have a common point. (In this subsection we make no other assumption on C.) As aIready mentioned, we measure the combinatorial complexity of U by the number of vertices of the arrangement A(C) of C (i.e., points of intersection between pairs of boundaries of regions in C) that lie on its boundary. We classify the arrangement vertices into two categories:
touching vertices: these are intersections between pairs of boundaries that intersect at only two points.
chattering vertices: these are all the other boundary intersect ion points.
The leuet of a vertex of A(C) is the number of regions that contain it in their interior. Thus the vertices of U are exactly the vertices at level O.
Let Z'(C) (resp. S(C)) denote the number of touching (resp. shattering) vertices of U. We use the following result of Path and Sharir [10] :
Caps, inscribed fat polygons, and their properties
We now return to the case where C satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) in the introduction. Let c E C. We inscribe in c a convex polygon Pc defined as follows. We choose some constant integer parameter t >12, which also satisfies 27r asin -.
( ) l-y tan; <1. t and defie Oj = 2~j/t, for j = 0,1, . . ..t -1. For each j, let~j =~j (c) denote the (unique) point on 8C that has a tangent (that is, a supporting line) at orientation Oj (tangents are assumed to be oriented so that c lies to their left). We also define w;, for j=l, . . . . t -1, to be the point on t?c such that the length of the portion of 8C extending counterclockwise from wo to w; is j/ttimes the perimeter of c. 
Proofi Since c is a-fat, there exist two concentric disks D1 G c~Dz, with respective radii rl, r~, such that rz s arl. Clearly, P,~Dz. Let K be one of the caps that constitute c \ P., and assume that DI intersects the chord pg of K. It must do so at two points, or else its interior would have contained p or q, contradicting the assumption that D1 G c. By definition, there exist two tangents to c, 7P at p and Tf at q, whose orientations dHer by at most 2n/t, and the distance pq is smallet than u/t, where a is the perimeter of c. Let d denote the distance from the center O of D1 to pg. It is easy to see that rl -d is at most the height to pg in the triangle bounded by pg, 7P and~~(see F@me 2) , and a simple exercise shows that this height is at most~tan~. Hence Let c E C, and let O denote the common center of two disks D1~P=~Da, such that their respective radii rl, ra eatisfy ra~a 'rl. Let pq be an edge of P.. The convexity of P. and the fact that D1~PC are easily seen to imply that the mgle @g must be at least the angle~between Op and the tangent to DI from p, which satisfies sinfl = rl /l Opt > rl /ra > I/a'. Similarly, the angle Oqp must also be at least~. It follows that we can find a point v inside Opq, such that all the angles of the triangle upq are at least 60= min {arcSin(l/a'), 7r/3}.
We repeat this analysis to each edge of each polygon, and replace the polygons PC by the collection of resulting triangles upq. We refer to these triangles as inner~at triangles. Let 'T= 7(C) dcnot e the collection of inner fat triangles. Clearly, 1'71< (2t -l)n. As an immediate consequence of [9] , we have: Lemma 2.3 The union UT of the trianglea in 7 has O(rblog log n) verticed.
Let v be a shattering vertex of L3U,incident to two sets a, b c C. Let K., Ifb be the respective caps Proofi Indeed, suppose to the contrary that both chords are disjoint from R. It follows that R = a~b, and that 8R contains at least four points of intersection between Ba and 8b. Moreover, let O be an interior point of R, and consider 8Ka and 8Kb graphs of two respective functions r = K.(fl), r = Kb(@), in polar coordinates about O. Note that 8R is the graph of the pointwise minimum of K. and Kb. There is an angular interval 1. over which K~(0) is attained at the chord of K~, and a eimikr interval~b for the chord of Kb. These intervale must be disjoint, or else 8R would overlap one of these chords, contrary to assumption. See Figure 3 .
Let u (reap. w) denote the first vertex of 8R that we encounter as we rotate about O clockwise (reap. counterclockwise) from 1. (clearly, no vertex of 8R has an orientation in 1.). In the angular interval that runs counterclockwise from u to w, the boundary of R is attained by M. Moreover, as we traverse, in counterclockwise direction, the portion of 8b that lies on 8Kb, we first encounter u and then w, and the reverse order is obtained along 8a. See Each of the second and fourth intervals has length at most 2r/t (since the endpoints of any of these interveds are two tangent orientations within a single cap), and each of the first and third intervals has length at most n (the total amount by wbieh the tangent to a convex set can turn at a fixed point of its boundary is at most m). It follows that each of the lengths of the fist and third intervals is at least T -4~/t > 2r/3.
We now repeat the whole analysis in the last two paragraphs by interchanging a and b. This yields two vertices u', w' of EJR,such that the turning angle of the tangents to R at each of these vertices is also greater than 21r/3. It is easily verified that among the vertices u, w, u', w' there exist at least three distinct vertices, or else Sa and 8b would have intersected at only two points, contrary to assumption. We have thus obtained at least three vertices of R such that the turning angle of the tangents at each of them is greater than 2n/3, which is impossible, because the overall turning angle for a convex set is 27r. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. u Lemma 2.5 Let Ka be a cap of some set a c C, with chord ea, and iet A& be an inner fat triangle in 7, obtained hm the polygon Pb, for some b E c, such that the chord eb of & crosses DKO. Then one of the following caaea must occur:
(ii) K. contains a vertez of & that ia an endpoint of eb (aa in Figure 4 (ii)).
(iii) fib containa a vertez of K. (as in Figure J (iii)).
(iv) 8Ka and 8Ab crom ezactly twice, at two points that lie on Ba and on eb, and ea is disjoint from Km~&. Rmthermors, let K& denote the cap of b that shares the name chord eb with &. Then either Kb contains an endpoint of ea (as in Figure 4 (iv. a)), or~a and 8b intersect onlg twice (aa in Figure 4 (iv. b)). Proofi Suppose that cases (i) and (ii) do not occur. That is, ea does not cross 8Ab and no vertex of A& lies in K..
Then eb must intersect 8Ka at two points, u, v, both lying on~a. Therefore eb splits K. into two subregions, the region K: that contains e., and the complement ary region K:. Denote the range of the orientations of the tangents to a at the points of K. by (L90,8~), where 190< 8j < 00+ 2r/t. Clearly, the orientations of em and of eb fdso lie in this range. Two cases can arise:
(1) A& overlaps K: and is disjoint from K: (see (ii)
Illustrating the various cases in Lemma 2.5 Figure 5 : Two patterns of intersection of a cap K. and an inner fat triangle Ab edges, j, must also cross~Ka twice, at two points W,Z, lying on i%z, so that the four points w, u, w,z appear in this order along 8K0. In this case the orientation of f also lies in the range (6o, d~), and thus the angle between e and f, which is~/30, is at most 27r/t, a contradiction.
(2) Ab overlaps K: and is disjoint from K: (see Figure 5 (H)): We claim that in this case Ab fully contains K:, so u and v are the only two intersection points of 61K. and 8Ab. Since the orientations of e~and of the tangents (or, rather, any tangents) to a at u and at w all lie in the range (8o, t?:), it follows that the angles between e and these tangents are both at most 2m/t. However, the angles of Ab at the endpoints of e are both~,flo, and are therefore larger. It follows that the triangle bounded by e and by two such tangents is fully contained in Ab, from which the claim follows readily.
Finally, suppose that Kb does not contain any of the endpoints ea. Let p and q be the endpoints of em, so that p, u, v, q appear in this order along Ba. Then the portion of 8Kb along db must cross the portion of 8Ka along~a at least twice, at one point w between p and u and at another point z between v and q (see Figure 4 (iv.b)). We claim that w and z are the only two intersection points of~a and~b. Indeed, suppose, with no loss of generality, that ea lies along the z-axis and that K. lies above it. Then y. = Ba~Ka is a downward-concave zmonotone arc. Moreover, the absolute value of the orientation of eb is at most 2r/ t, so theorientation of any tangent to 75~~b II K5 has absolute value < 4m/t, which is easily seen to imply that~b is also z-monotone and downward-convex. It follows that T.~d V5 CrOSS each other exactly twice (at u and z). We claim that there can be no other point of intersection between~a and 8b. Indeed, any such point must lie either in the halfplane below em or in the halfplane above eb. Consider the halfplane H lying below ea (the second case is treated in a fully symmetric manner).
It is easy to see that any such intersection must lie on 7b. However, if b reaches H it m~t CrOSSea twice. a w above, it follows that the portion of yb in H is fully contained in the imer fat triangle of P. that has ea as a chord, and hence it cannot intersect 8a at all. This shows that condition (iv) holds, and thus completes the proof of the lemma. (Note that these arguments ahIo imply that, in any configuration of case (iv),~a n K. end Bb rl Kb can intersect in at most two points; they intersect in one or zero points if and only if K5 contains an endpoint of ea.) u
The proof of Theorem 1,1
The proof follows the technique used in the analysis of the complexity of lower envelopes of surfaces in higher dimensions and of related structures, as given in [4, 12] .
Let K = K(C) denote the collection of all caps
'" I F@re 6: The region R = Ka n Kb; the marked arcs are labeled by M; 8R has three shattering vertices, with indices 0,1,2, as shown of sets in C, as defined above; recall that 1X1 < (2t -l)n. Let UX denote the union of these caps. The vertices of U are also vertices of UK.
Let K.~a and Kb~b be two caps of two (distinct) regions a, b E C, such that 8K. and 8Kb intersect in at least one vertex that is shattering in A(C) (in other words, this is a vertex incident tõ a and Ob, and these boundaries cross at least four times; note also that a vertex can be shattering in A(C) and not in A(K) or vice versa]. Put R = Ko n Kb. We call an arc of 8R marked if itcontains a vertex of A(K) that lies on the chord of some cap, such that condition (iv) of Lemma 2.5 does not hold for that vertex (or, rather, for the cap and the triangle on whose boundaries the vertex lies), and unmarked otherwise; see Figure 6 . We will refer to vertices of A(K) that lie on some chord as chordal vertices. Chordal vertices that satisfy condition (iv) of Lemma 2.5 will be called special chordal vertices, and all the other chordal vertices will be called dandard chordal vertices. Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 imply that at least one arc of 8R is marked. Actually, they imply that one of the vertices of R is a standard chordal vertex. Indeed, Lemma 2.4 implies that R has at least one chordal vertex. If all the chordal vertices of R are speaid then each of the chords of Ka, Kb contains zero or two such vertices, and, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, one can show that~a and 86 intersect in exactly two vertices, contradicting the assumption that 8Ka and 8Kb intersect in at least one shattering vertex in A(C). Note also that if 8R has any special chordal vertex, then it must also have an endpoint of a chord as a vertex (see Lemma 2.5).
We defie the indez of a vertex w of a n b that lies on 8R to be the number of unmarked arcs of 8R that we encounter before hitting a marked arc, as we traverse this boundary from w in counterclockwise direction. However, if~R has a special chordal vertex, it can have at most one vertex of Lb n f)b, as follows easily from the analysis of the proof of Lemma 2.5 (we must be at the situation shown in F@re 4(iv.a)), and we define the index of that vertex to be O. The index of a vertex is an integer bet ween O and s -1.
We also define the level of a vertex rJof the arrangement A(X) to be the number of caps of K containing v in their interior. Clearly, vertices at level O are exactly the vertices of 8UK.
We define the following quantities: m/.+\ . ,, Q" (n) is the maximum of Q" (C), over all collections C as above. f20 (n) is the maximum of Qo(C), over all collections C as above.
. .
We will derive a (somewhat complex) system of recurrence relationships for the above quantities. Each of these recurrences involves a 'threshold parameter' k < n/2, which is arbitrary, and we will choose a different value of k for each recurrence, in a manner detailed below.
First, using Theorem 2.1, we have:
2One might be tempted to think that these vertices lie on the boundary of the union of these caps and triangles, but this is not the csse, since each chordal vertex z lies in the interior of the union of the cap and triangle that share the chord that contains z. This is why we use the more careful notion of level O.
for some constant c (for simplicity, we will use the same constant in all the recurrences).
We next estimate S(j)(n), for j = O, . . . . s -1. Let u be a shattering vertex of A(C) that lies on MJ, incident to two boundaries aa, Ob, and contained in two respective caps K.~a and Kb~b, whose index is at most j. Let R = K. n Kb, and let denote the arc of~R incident to v and lying counterclockwise to it; see Figure 6 . We fix a threshold parameter k, trace T from v, and examine the sequence a of vertices of A(K) that we encounter. Several cases can arise: (ii) Each charged vertex is charged at most twice, once along each of the boundaries containing it.
(iii) The portion of~that contains a may lie inside some inner fat triangles, but it does not cross any non-chordal edge of any such triangle (this follows from condition (iv) of Lemma 2.5).
(iv) Each of the charged special chordal vertices lies at level s k in A(K u 'T) (this is a consequence of observation (iii)).
It follows that the overall number of shattering vertices of A(C) that lie on~U and fall into this catgorY is at most 2/k times the number of tou~-mg and shattering vertices of A(C) that lie at level at most k (in either arrangement) plus 2/k times the number of special chordal vertices that lie at level at most k in A(K U~. Using the probabilistic analysis technique of Clarkson and Shor [2] , this upper bound is at most (2/k) . 0(k2 ) times the expected number of touching and shattering vertices of the union of a random sample of n/k regions of C, plus (2/k) . 0(k2) times the expected number of special chordal vertices at level O in the arrangement of the caps and inner fat triangles of a random sample of n/k regions of C. In other words, the number of vertices v of the present type is O(kT(n/k) + kS(n/k) + kQ"(n/k)).
Applying (l), this becomes O(n + kS(n/k) + kQ*(n/k)).
(b) The first k (or all, if a is shorter) vertices in u include at least one standard chordal vertex w (in this case the index of v must be zero). We charge u to the first such w. It is easily verified that w can be charged in this manner only once. Since w is at level at most k in A(K U~(see observation (iv)), another application of the Clarkson-Shor technique imdies that the number of vertices u of this kind is at "most 0(k2QO(n/k)).
(c) a contains fewer thank vertices of A(K), none of which is standard chordal. ln this case we consider the other endpoint w of~. If w is also a shattering vertex in A(C), then its index is at most j -1, and it lies at level at most k in A(C). In this case we charge u to w. Otherwise, w is a special chordal vertex, in which case, as observed above, 6'R must contain an endpoint z of the chord of K. or of Kb.. Moreover, suppose, without loss of generality, that~O a. Then the proof of Lemma 2.5 is easily seen to imply that z is an endpoint of the chord of K., and that the entire counterclockwise portion of t3a from v to z is lies in the interior of UE (see Figure 4(iv.a) ).
In this case we charge v to z. The argument just given implies that z can be charged at most once in this manner, and the number of such points z is at most (2t -l)ra = O(n). Applying the Clarkson-Shor technique again to the former type of charging, we conclude that the number of vertices u of this kind is O(n + kz Sf~-ll (n/k)).
Thus, summing up these bounds, we obtain the following system of recurrences:
forj= O,..., s -1, and for some constant c that depends on a (for j = O, we put Sf-l) = O in the right-hand side).
Next we estimate Qo (C), using an analysis similar to the one just presented. Recall that we are counting standard chordal vertices at level O in A(K U~.
(Formally, we can also take each pair of a cap and a triangle with a common chord, and shift them slightly away from each other, so that each of the standard chordal vertices that lie on this chord and are counted in QO(C) is split into two vertices, both of which lie on the boundary of the union of K U If.)
We analyze the number of these chordal vertices by considering them as vertices in A(K U~, each lying on the boundary of the intersection of an inner fat triangle and a cap. So let v be a standard chordal vertex, lying on the boundary of a cap Km G a and on the chord of an inner fat triangle Ab~b, for two (distinct) sets a, b c C. By definition, Ka and Ab satisfy one of the conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.5, which means that the boundary of the intersection R = K. n Ab has at least one vertex that is a vertex of A(T), and none of its vertices is a special chordal vertex (see F@re 7) . Observe that 8R consists of at most six arcs, since each edge of A b can intersect 8Ka at most twice. We cd an arc of 8R marked if it contains a vertex of A(T), and unmarked otherwise. We will refer to these vertices as sharp vertices. As just argued, at least one arc of 8R is marked. We define the index of any non-sharp vertex w of R (including non-chordal vertices as well, i.e., edges lying on the other edges of Ab) to be the number of unmarked arcs of 8R that we encounter before hitting a marked arc, as we traverse this boundary from w in counterclockwise direction. The index of a vertex is an integer between Oand 5. As just mentioned, not all the vertices that we encounter during this traversal need be chordal; each non-chordal and non-sharp vertex lies on~a and on some edge (other than the chord) of Ab. We refer to d such vertices as aemi-hfp; clearly, chordal vertices are also semi-sharp.
We introduce more quantities that we want to bound:
. Q(C) is the number of semi-sharp vertices on i3UXUT (perturbed as above), excluding special chordal vertices. Clearly, Qo (C) < Q(C).
q Q@(C), for j = O,. . . ,5, is the number of Semi-S~VertiCeSOn8UKUT (excluding special chordal vertices), whose index is at most j (so Q(C) = Q(') (C)).
c Q(n) the maximum of Q(C), over all collections C of n regions satisfying (i) and (ii) (with fixed a and s).
q Q(j)(n) is the maximum of Q(j)(C), over all such collections C, for j = O,..., 5.
Let v be a semi-sharp vertex of WKuT, incident to the boundary of a cap K.~a (and to t9a itself) and to the boundary of an inner fat triangle Ab~b, for two distinct sets a, b E C, whose index is at most j. Let R = K. n Ab, and let 7 denote the arc of SR incident to v and lying counterclockwise to it. We fix some threshold pararnet er k, trace y from v, and examine the sequence u of vertices of A(K U T) that we encounter. Several cases can arise: (a) u contains at least k vertices. and none of the first k vertices of a is sharp. (Note that a may contain a sharp vertex only if the index of v is zero.) In this case we charge v to the block of the first k vertices of a. As above, we have the important observations that (i) each of these vertices lies at level s k in A(K U~, and (ii) each such vertex is charged at most twice, once along each of the boundaries containing it. It follows that the overall number of semi-sharp vertices of 8UXUT that fall into this category is at most (2/k) times the number of touching and shattering vertices of A(C) at level at most k, and of semi-sharp and special chordal vertices of A(K U T) at level at most k. As above, the probabilistic analysis technique of Clarkson and Shor implies that this upper bound is at most (2/k). 0(k2 ) times the expected number of touching and shattering vertices of the union of a random sample of n/k regions of C, plus (2/k) . 0(k2 ) times the expected number of semi-sharp and special chordal vertices of the union of the caps and triangles of a random sample of n /k regions of C. Hence the number of semi-sharp vertices of 8UKLJT of this kind is O(kZ'(n/k) +kS(n/k) +kQ(n/k) +kQ"(n/k)).
Applying (l), as above, this becomes O(n+kS(n/k) + kQ(n/k) + kQ"(n/k)). The first k (or all, if u is shorter) vertices in u include at least one sharp vertex w (in this case the index of u must be zero). We charge v to the first such w. As above, it is easily seen that w can be charged in this manner at most twice, and that it lies at level at most k in A(K u~. Hence, using Lemma 2.3 and the Clarkson-Shor analysis technique, the number of vertices v of this kind is easily 2 " log log~) = O(nk log log n). seen to be O(k .( c) a contains fewer thank vertices of A(K U I'_), none of which is sharp. In this case we charge v to the other enduoint w of v. Clearlv. w is also a semi-sharp vert~(as noted 'above, n;' vertex of R is special chordal), whose index is at most j -1, and it lies at level at most k in A(K U 'T). Applying the Clarkson-Shor technique again, we conclude tlyd the number of vertices v of this kind is O(kaQf)-ll(n/k)).
Thus, summing up these bounds, we obtain: Q(j) (n) s c (nkloglog n + kS(n/k) + kQ(n/k) + kQ*(n/k) + k'Q(i-')(n/k)) ,
forj= O,..., 5, and for some constant c >0 that depends on a (for j = O, we put Q(-l) = O in the right-hand side).
Fmallv. we estimate O* (C}. that is. the number of special-' chordal vertic~s' o; 8UKUT (perturbed as above). Note that the special chordal vertices are touching vertices in A(X U T), but not all such touching vertices are necessarily special chordal. Nevertheless, Theorem 2.1, applied to UKUT, implies that Q" (C) is at most proportional to n plus the number of all other vertices of tXJKuT. That is, we have:
Q"(n) = O (n + T(n) + S(n) + Q(n)), or, using (l), Q*(n) < c(n + S(n) + Q(n)) ,
for some constant c, as above. Substituting this into (2) and (3), we thus obtain s(j) (n) < c (n +~s(~/k) + k'S(J-')(n/k) + k'Q(n/k)) , (5) forj=O,...,l, andnd Q(')(n) s c (nklog log n + kS(n/k) + kQ(n/k) + k2Q(J-') (n/k)) , (6) forj=O,...,5.
Following the analysis in [4, 12] , the solution of the combmed recurrences (5) and (6), with appropriate choice of the threshold parameters k, can be shown to imply that T(n), S(n), Q(n), Q"(n) = O(nl+'), for any c >0, where the constants of proportionality y depend on c, a, and s. Since these recurrences are somewhat more involved than those in [4, 12] , we include, in the full version of the paper, an Appendix with a proof of these bounds, for the sake of completeness. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. u
